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Author Submission and Abstract 
MARS Tribe shall be considered as prehistoric human population lived in 

MARS planet about 100 mya. The MARS population might have lived in prehistoric 
environmental condition with different genetic structure before started living on the 
Earth planet. The MAR population probably shifted to Earth by natural selection to 
suit the environmental condition on Earth. The concept of prehistoric human was 
already published in IJSER Vol.5 2013 under the title of “Super Scientist of Climate 
Control”, and in IJSRP Vol.4 2013 under the title of “Cosmo Superstar”. Hence this 
article “MARS TRIBE” shall be considered as the extended version of the previous 
articles published by same author.  

There are so many super stars available in the Modern World.  But Cosmo 
Super Star shall be considered as Prehistoric human populations lived in MARS 
having only three chromosome and were extraordinarily Intelligent and wise.  They 
might have derived three chromosome one each from Sun, Earth, Moon on origin, and 
had balanced genetic value.   In Prehistoric time the relative position of Sun, Earth, 
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Moon in the solar system was symmetric.  Subsequently as  moon is going away 
from its original position the Modern human might have been evolved due to 
asymmetry in relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon with different chromosome level 
and different genetic value.  

It is speculated that the Prehistoric populations subsisted with ozone breath and 
subsequently modern human populations switched over to oxygen breath due to 
different environmental conditions.  It is speculated that the MARS populations shall 
be considered as Prehistoric TRIBE lived in MARS.  Further all the historical Human 
Races might have been originated from the MARS TRIBE.   Billions of human races 
shall be considered as species and subspecies to Mars Tribe with different genetic 
characteristics. 

At one stage the prehistoric MARS population might have been completely 
extinct due to continuous expanding Universe and various climate conditions, disasters 
which might not be suitable to the MARS Tribe population. It is speculated by the 
author that the populations of lost Lemuria continent, Atlantic might pertain to 
prehistoric MARS Tribe.  

 

KEYWORDS 
Prehistoric Tribe, AB Blood group origin, Electromagnetic Radiation, Effect of 

Electromagnetic Radiation on Human species and races. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the evolutionary science Darwin Sir already established that human 

ancestors are of apes.  The Author was little bit worried and have strong feeling from 
the School Stage itself that human must have more genetic value than apes.  After 
careful research and intensive scientific case study, it has come to conclusion that 
human is not of apes lineage and Tamil based Indian already lived in Mars Planet in 
prehistoric time.  The Tamil based Indians who lived in MARS shall also be called as 
MARS TRIBE.  It is speculated by the author that the MARS TRIBE be the first 
TRIBE originated.  The word TRIBE shall mean LIFE.  MARS TRIBE shall mean 
MARS LIFE.  The English word MARS might have been derived from Prehistoric 
Tamil word MARUDAM, MARBU.  MARBU shall mean Heart.   MARUDAM 
shall mean clay soil.  It is speculated that the first life might be originated from 
MARUDAM SOIL. 

 In the recent past, NASA’s MARS MISSION also established that there was 
existence of life in Mars Planet. Thanks to NASA’s for information about MARS. 
Further NASA have already started plans for conducting  a tour to Mars by the year 
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2018. Based on the research I have brought out some scientific articles which were 
already published in International Journal after a high level editorial and  peer 
review  process.  The details of publications of various article are available in web-
site for kind perusal and further intensive research required, if any for the benefit of 
global populations for future survival and advancement. 

 In prehistoric time, the Tamil based Indian (Mars Tribe) might have been  called 
in various names as follows.  

1) COSMO SUPER STAR, 

2)  SUPER SCIENTIST,  

3) TRISOMY HUMAN, 

4) MGR, Kannithai 

 (i) The Cosmo Super Star shall mean the origin of first human spontaneously 
evolved due to impact of electro magnetic radiation from dark matter (Mars Soil).  
The prehistoric Mars Tribe shall also be called as Star Human as they were evolved 
from fundamental space neutrinos (Photon, Electron, Proton).   In Greek 
Mythology  there is a belief that existence of Star human in prehistoric time.   

 (ii) The prehistoric Mars Tribe shall also be called as Super Scientist as they 
were expert in astronomical science, Solar System, climate control issues, against 
earthquakes, advanced digital communication with code system called as Mars Code.  
The prehistoric populations have already constructed Giant Pyramid like structures 
as Towers in Mars planet, Earth planet, Moon, etc., for effective controlling over inter 
planetary disorder during climate change, volcanic eruption, earthquake, etc. 

 (iii) The prehistoric Mars Tribe shall also be called as Trisomy human.  
Trisomy human  shall mean, human of 3 chromosome on origin and these 3 
chromosomes are hypothesized to have derived  one each  from Photon, Electron, 
Proton.  Further at that time the Mars planet was highly influnced with ozone and 
the trisomy human might have subsisted with ozone breath.  Subsequently due to 
gradual reduction of ozone layer, the prehistoric Mars Tribe must have been extinct 
and there might be evolution for modern human with 46 chromosomes and switched 
over to oxygen breath at later period after evolution of oxygen from ozone. 

 (iv) The prehistoric Mars Tribe  might have also called MGR in short.  The 
acronym of MGR shall mean MARS GEO RULER.  Further the Mars  population 
might have also been  called as  PURACHIYALAR which means Warrior in 
English.  The term Purachi shall mean a movement  for restoring Harmony and 
peace among  Planets.  The etymology of English word Purge might be derived from 
Tamil Phonetics Purachi. Kannithai shall mean mother of MARS. Further the 
acronym of KANNI shall mean KINDRED AMMU NAD OF NATURAL INDIA. In 
prehistoric time the MARS Tribe might have spoken KANNITAMIL. 
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 It is focused by the Author that a prehistoric Mars Tribe had different 
environment condition and different genetic structure and the present 
environment of Mars may not support life of modern human having 46 
chromosome.  Hence it is speculated by the Author that any attempt to dwell on   
Mars planet may be a unuseful attempt.  Quakes not only occur on Earth but also 
occur on MARS, MOON as well.  Further there is no availability of Diesel/petrol 
at MARS.  Of Course Modern human can manage the Automobiles with 
naturally available Aether radient energy, but modern human genetic structure 
shall not support for permanent live.  

2. FOUR MAIN HYPOTHESIS 
 (i) MARS TRIBE shall be considered as the origin of first human lived in 
MARS PLANET in prehistoric time. The Mars Tribe might have different genetic 
characteristics when live in MARS. 

 (ii) During the Course of time in the expanding Universe the prehistoric Mars 
tribe populations might have been completely extinct due to various climatic change 
environment and new human with different genetic structure might have been evolved 
and started living on Earth at later period. 

 (iii) In prehistoric time the word TRIBE shall mean electro magnetic spectrum. 
Further the etymology of word Tribe might have been derived from prehistoric Tamil 
Phonetics Thiri, Thirivu, thiraidhal. Thiri shall mean electromagnetic radiation, 
Thirivu shall mean diversity, Thiraidhal shall mean split. 

 (iv) It is hypothesized by the author chat the prehistoric MARS TRIBE shall be 
considered as SEED and GENETIC LINK to human populations on the EARTH.   
MARS TRIBE shall mean MARS HUMAN. 

3. NEW DEFINITION OF TRIBE, RACE 
 The word tribe normally refers to human race of Illiterate, low class in 
profession, low economic status etc. It is focused by the author that TRIBE shall 
mean HUMAN higher genetic value.  Further, the MARS TRIBE shall be considered 
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as having advanced scientific knowledge in Astronomy, climate change control issues, 
advanced in Prehistoric Communication in CODE form and hence Mars tribe shall be 
also called as SUPER SCIENTISTS having Super wisdom.  

 Subsequently various human races might have been originated from MARS 
TRIBE which might be recorded in Anthropological History. It is hypothesized by 
the author that the word Tribe, Race, have different meaning and there is distinction 
between TRIBE and RACE.    MARS TRIBE shall be considered as MISSING 
LINK to the Human Races of EARTH.   The term TRIBE shall be defined within the  
following scope: 

i) The Prehistoric human who lived in MARS. 

ii) The Prehistoric human who had only 3 chromosome. 

iii) The Prehistoric human who had different genetic characteristics. 

iv) MARS TRIBE might have had only single AB type blood on origin and shall 
be considered as Universal Acceptor  Blood. 

v) ABORIGINAL shall mean AB + ORIGINAL. 

 

The term RACE shall be defined within the following scope: 

i) The ancient/Modern human populations who lived in EARTH.  

ii) The Ancient/Modern populations who have 46 chromosome. 

iii) The Ancient/Modern populations with modified genetic characterics. 

iv) The Ancient/Modern populations Subsist with Four blood type AB, A,B,O 
derived  due to their own Natural Selection process due to different  
environmental conditions. 

v) RACE shall mean like  billions of RAYS  in electromagnetic spectrum with 
different magnitude level, different frequency level, emanated from the 
Common Source.  Billions of human races shall be considered derived from 
the common MARS TRIBE with AB blood type source. 

 

 

 

 

TRIBE shall mean Human with 3 chromosomes  (MARS HUMAN) 
RACE shall mean Human with 46 chromosomes (EARTH HUMAN) 
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4. HYPOTHETICAL NARRATION: 
In anthropological history, human genetic science the word tribe, race are 

commonly used interchangeably. The American anthropological association is a major 
global organization in anthropology classified the study of human races in major four 
sub field physical, archeology, ethnology, linguistic. However there is no clear 
definition established for distinguishing of tribe and race.  

Further in global language the English word tribe is called with keyword of Tri. 
It is hypothesized by author that the etymology of word Tri, Tribe might be derived 
from prehistoric Tamil phonetic as stipulated in the hypothesis. 

It is hypothesized by the author that the Tamil phonetics Thiri shall mean 
electromagnetic radiation and kathiri, Karaithiri, shall mean black radiation. It is 
focused that the electromagnetic radiation source on split diversified into major three 
division region called UV, VISIBLE, IR. Further each regions shall be considered as 
having billions of minute ray elements called as electro magnetic ray, electro magnetic 
radiation. It is hypothesized by the author that billions of species, sub species of 
organisms might have been evolved during the course of expanding universe having 
different genetic characteristic such as Colour of Skin, Colour of Hair, Colour of 
Eye Iris, Physical appearance, Intelligence variation, depends upon the intensity of 
electromagnetic radiation of the particular region where the particular population live. 
The group of population having common characteristic covered by the particular ray 
which shall be called as RACE i.e. RAY has become RACE.  
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It is focused that each region consists of billions of micro dots which are 
responsible for evolution of billions of species and sub species within the region. 
However if the population crosses from one region to other region there may be 
possibility of evolution of new genus in the organism. 

 

It is hypothesized that every person within the same family 
shall be considered as a different race just like mobile SIM 
card. Every one shall have different gene count, gene matching 
within the same family. 

-Author 

. 

It is focused by the author that the prehistoric MARS Tribe are expert in 
biological science formulated the evolution of various genus, species, sub species due 
to impact of electromagnetic radiation with three tiny dots called as MARS CODE. 
Right dot shall mean IR region, left dot shall mean visible region, center dot shall 
mean UV region. 

 

 

 It is hypothesized that the word ETHNIC may be related to different genetic 
value. Case study shows that in ancient Rome state tribe refers to original tripartite 
ethnic divisions ramness, titiles, luceres. It is speculated that these three ethnic 
groups might belong to different genetic structure due to impact of electromagnetic 
radiation of the respective region.   

 

5. MARS WEB GENE? 
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 It is focused by the author that so far there is no distinguished definition 
between Tribe and Race but both the terms are used in either way, in Anthropological 
Science. It is focused by the author that tribe may be referred to chromosome and race 
may be referred to gene within the chromosome. 

 

 

6. CULTURAL FOCUS: 
 “TRIBE” the word has great impact on global level human races in human 
Anthropology.  It is speculated by the author that the word tribe not only linked with 
human art and culture but it is closely associated with human science, (i.e.) it shall 
be closely connected with human origin and genetics. It shall be focused that the 
word Tribe shall be termed as “Centro mere of genetic web” of human races. As per 
Oxford English dictionary,  the meaning of Tribe shall be understood as follows. 

(i) Tribe refers to a group of people of the same race and with the same 
customs, language, religion etc living in a particular area often led by a 
chief. 

(ii) Tribe refers to a group (or) class of people especially of one profession. 

(iii) In biological term, Tribe refers to a group of related animals and plants. 

(iv) Tribe refers to a large number of people one or two of the grand children 
will be there, but not the whole tribe. 

It is focused by the author that all the historical human races might have been 
derived from the web gene of prehistoric MARS TRIBE. 

 

7. PRE-HISTORIC MARS LANDS? 
 It is focused by the author that ADAM populations stipulated in BIBLE 
probably lived in MARS in prehistoric time. While living in MARS the Adam 
populations might have had different genetic structure to suit the prehistoric 
environmental conditions of MARS. Further it is focused that the prehistoric lands 
such as MORIAH, MARDUK, MARAH, MARI etc shall be considered as cities of 
most advanced civilizations of MARS in prehistoric time. During the course 
continuous expanding universe the populations of prehistoric MARS TRIBE might 
have been completely extinct due to various subsequent environmental conditions and 
switched over to EARTH. The prehistoric populations were well expert in 
Astronomical science, Engineering science, Biological science, Digital 
communications. 
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If so ADAM is MARS TRIBE? 

 

 

 

8. MODEL MARS TRIBE? 
 It is focused that the prehistoric Adam populations (Mars Tribe) shall also be 
considered as STAR HUMAN.   Further they shall be considered as evolved 
spontaneously from dark matter due to impact of electromagnetic radiation (EMR). 
The MARS TRIBE, expert in Biological science, molecular chemistry, have 
formulated the molecular structure of 3 chromosomes human with three tiny dot in 
prehistoric language in code form called as MARS CODE.  Mars code shall be 
considered as Prehistoric Scientific Alphabet in code form. 

(i)  

 

   

 The Mars Code shall be considered as the Single Code used by Mars Tribe to 
represent billions of Meanings.  Mars Code shall also be considered as 
Electromagnetic alphabet used in advanced digital communication comprising 
Millions of LOGICS. 

(ii)  
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            (iii) 
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9. ETYMOLOGY  OF  WORD MARS? 
The etymology of word MARS might be derived from prehistoric tamil 

phonetics MARBU, MARUDAM.  MARBU shall mean Heart covered with web of 
chest bones. MARUDAM shall mean clay soil.  

 

10. CASE STUDY 

(i) Spontaneous evolution is possible?  
 It is hypothesized that the origin of life on earth still exists as mystery in 
biological science. It is focused that Electromagnetic radiation is responsible for origin 
of life and evolution of various organisms without electromagnetic radiation is 
impossible. This facts were well narrated in the scientific article title as a) Cosmo 
super star which was published in IJSRP in issue 4, 2013.  Cosmo Super Star? 

 

(ii) Human races like electromagnetic rays? 
 It is focused that various races of human at global level with different genetic 
characteristics skin colour, hair colour, eye Iris colour shall be considered as 
evolved due to impact of electromagnetic radiation intensity in different parts of word. 
Billions of genetic diversity shall be considered incorporated within three regions of 
electromagnetic spectrum (i.e.) UV Region, Visible Region, IR Region.  The  word 
chroma, chromosome might be derived from the philosophy of chrome. Chroma 
shall be mean the degree to which the colour is pure or strong.  The word Corona 
related to space colour might be derived from chrome. 

 In music the word chromatic might be derived from the philosophy of chrome 
distinguished by different level of frequency. Chromatic shall mean a series of 
Musical notes that rise and fall in semitones, Half tones. 

 The word chronological might be derived from the philosophy of chrome 
specifying certain order according different wavelength, frequency chronological 
refers to an array in the order in which they happened. It is hypothesized by the author 
that the lineage of evolution of various organisms shall be classified according to 
chromosome level. 

 The facts of evolution of various organisms were well narrated In other words 
the different intensity level of electromagnetic radiation in different parts of the world 
determines the genetic value of that particular area of human race. 
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 In electromagnetic spectrum billions of rays shall be considered emitted under, 
three spectral regions (i.e.) UV region, Visible region, IR region. The Mars tribe 
might have in-built three spectral region have different characteristics of different 
wavelength, different frequency.   The Prism  shall be considered as Universal Human 
Races of electromagnetic spectrum from the common  source of EMR. 

(iii) Hypothetical Narration on Bible Study 
 TRIBE shall be considered as Prehistoric human lived in MARS.  It is 
speculated by the author that the ADAM populations stipulated in the BIBLE 
probably lived in MARS PLANET in prehistoric time.  Further, the Adam 
populations shall be called as prehistoric Tribe.  Due to Prehistoric climate change 
condition, the Adam Tribe might have been completely  extinct at stage and new 
human races with  46 chromosome might have evolved by natural  selection  and 
started living on the earth.  It is hypothesized by the Author  that  the philosophy of 
HMUAN  RACE might have begun from NOAH’S ORIGIN.    The twevelse Tribes 
of ISRAEL   shall be considered as 3 chromosome populations diversified as 12  
Ethnic Tribal Groups.  

(iv) What is TRINITY? 
 It is focused by the author that Trinity shall be considered as the Prehistoric 
Tribal law followed by MARS TRIBE when lived in MARS. 

 

 

 

 The right dot shall be considered as law of LOVE (functional part), left dot shall 
be considered as law of MERCY (structural part), centre dot shall be considered as  
Law of REDEPTION. 
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The Mars Tribal law shall be considered as the fundamental universal law for all 
human races. 

 The etymology of word Tribute, Tribune, Tribunal might be derived from the 
philosophy of MARS TRIBAL LAW. It is focused by the author that the Mars tribal 
law consists of three fundamental parameter. Millions of laws pertain to various Tribal 
races in human Anthropology shall be considered as subspecies law to the three 
fundamental elements of MARS TRIBAL LAW.     

(v) What is Triage? 
 TRIAGE shall be considered as the Prehistoric MARS TRIBE Culture during 
emergency Medical operations. The fundamental colour BLUE, GREEN, RED 
adopted might be derived from prehistoric MARS Tribal culture to distinguish the 
level of emergency during emergency situation. 

 

(vi) Centromere  electromagnetic Link? 
 It is hypothesized by the author that NAVEL of every human shall be 
considered as the electromagnetic sensor deriving its genetic characteristics from free 
space naturally which consists of three-in-one Neutrinos Photon, Electron, Proton. 

 Scientifically TRIBE shall be defined by the author that a prehistoric common 
ancestor emanating Billions of electromagnetic radiation consists of fundamental 
genetic characteristics derived from three fundamental Neutrinos.   

 Every human shall be considered as having different genetic characteristics 
identified as single ray connected to common EMR Source   (Billions of spectral rays) 
sensed through NAVEL and being regulated everyday. 

 

 Everyone shall be considered like a Mobile phone mobile care Sim 
card connected to Master EMR spectrum through NAVEL.  –  
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(vii) Hypothetical blood diversity 

 

 

 It is hypothesized by the author that from prehistoric time to modern time there 
may be three states of blood group might have been evolved due to impact of 
electromagnetic radiation. ‘O’ type blood (universal donor) might be evolved during 
modern period. 

i. Stage i – AB type only (MARS TRIBE) 

ii. Stage ii – AB, A, B (DRAVIDIAN ORIGIN) 

iii. Stage iii – AB, A, B, O (ARYAN ORIGIN) 

 

(viii) Case study on racism 
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• The earliest form of racism may have been introduced and practiced by wandering 
barbarians from Erasia, who spoke a variety of languages before the Black 
Aryan (Indo-Aryan) languages of India was taught to them. These barbarians 
were Caucasian for the most part, although there were Black chiefs among them, 
according to Chancellor Williams in his book, The Destruction of Black 
Civilization (Third World Press, Chicago; 1976).  

• Later, after the influence of the Black Dravidians, Black Tartars and other 
Black Negroid and Australoid types who lived in Asia in ancient times (and 
who still do today), the barbarians learned various skills, including how to hitch 
horses to carriages and how to ride horses for purposes of war. These techniques 
learned from the Blacks of Asia was used to invade the ancient Black civilizations 
of the region. India was one of the first to be infiltrated, followed by other Black 
civilizations to the south, including Mesopotamia and Egypt. Between 2000 B.C. to 
about 1500 B.C., waves of the northern barbarians invaded India. All did not enter 
ancient India as an invasion force, since they were not militarily strong enough to 
defeat the mighty Black armies of the ancient Ethiopic Dravidian Indians. In fact, 
many barbarians came in trickles, looking for food and lodging in what was one of 
the greatest Black civilizations earth, and one of the most ancient.  

• Long before the infiltrations of the aliens, India's wealth, culture, architecture, 
civilization was legendary. The ancient Indians belonged to the Kushsite 
African race, still numerious in a wide area of the globe, spread from India in the 
East to Senegal in the West. Of this group of ancient Blacks, the Naga People were 
and still are the largest subgroup of the Kushitic speaking branch of the Black 
African race. In fact, the Nagas still retain the title "Naga" in various forms 
throughout Africa and South Asia even today. There are many examples of the 
term "Naga" still being used to describe various groups in Africa and Asia, who 
are all of the Kushitic branch of the Black African race. For example, the Blacks 
of West Africa were called "Nugarmar-ta." "Nagomina" is the name of a tribe from 
West Africa, who were part of a series of great civilizations which existed in the 
region before 1000 B.C. The "Naga," are another group of people related to India's 
Naga people, who live in various parts of East Africa and in the nation of Sudan, 
the original homeland of all Naga and other Kushitic Black peoples. The word 
"Nahas" is another word for "Nubian." Names of tribes and nationalities such as 
"Nuer," "Nuba," "Nubian" are all related to the Naga tribes of India and South 
Asia.  

 

Long before the barbarians infiltrated India, the Blacks (Naga, Negrito, Negroid 
and all those belonging to the Negroid-Australoid Black race, as well as pure Negritic 
racial types ruled India as well as a substantial portion of Asia from Arabia to China 
and the South Pacific, as well as the Indian Ocean region. In India, the Blacks built 
one of the world's most magnificient and glorious civilizations. This civilization had 
been developing since about 6000 years before Christ. The magnificent cities of 
Harrappa and Mohenjo-daro are two of the many cities built by these Blacks. These 
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cities cover large regions of Northern India and Pakistan. Wayne Chandler explains in 
the book, African Presence in Early Asia (edt. by Ivan Van Sertima, Transaction 
Publishers, Newbruinswick, NJ; 1985, p. 83), "The Jewel in the Lotus: The Ethiopian 
Presence in the Indus Valley Civilization," "Mohenjo-daro and Harrappa, the greatest 
examples of Harrappan architecture were built between 3000 B.C. and 2500 B.C.; these 
masterpieces of Harappan city planning were the culmination of towns and villages 
which date from 6000 B.C. to 7000 B.C." 

 

11. CONCLUSION 
In human anthropology Tribe and various human races are not clearly defined. 

In medical science also the exact difference between tribe and human races are not 
clearly established. The philosophy of Tribe shall be referred to three chromosome 
prehistoric human lived in MARS. In other words Tribe shall means prehistoric human 
originated with three chromosome in the lineage of evolution of organism. The Tribe 
shall be considered as first organism evolved and much senior to Mosquito, Amoeba 
which are having 6 chromosome, 12 chromosome respectively. The subsequently 
evolved modern human may be subject to so many races and species due to impact of 
intensity of electromagnetic radiation where the particular population lives in that 
region.  
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